
BACKGROUND
The Initiative for MPTs (IMPT) is a global learning network that advances multipurpose prevention 
technologies (MPTs)—combination products designed to simultaneously prevent HIV, other sexually 
transmitted infections (STIs), and/or pregnancy. Recent results from HIV prevention trials of long-acting 
antiretroviral formulations1, in parallel with progress in MPT research, are exciting developments. We 
outline a strategy for bridging funding and development gaps to identify and guide the most promising 
MPT candidates through the pipeline.

METHODS
The IMPT completed the annual MPT Product 
Development Database update as detailed in 
Table 1. We then convened a product-neutral 
group of multidisciplinary experts to outline a 
standardized process for establishing 
benchmark criteria to guide advancement of 
promising MPT candidates, bridging the 
funding gap between pre-clinical and clinical 
development.

RESULTS
As of December 2020, 24 MPT candidates are 
under development with active funding 
(Figures 3-4). Delivery types include: 
intravaginal rings (IVRs, 11), dissolving inserts 
(3), vaginal and rectal gels (5), vaginal films 
(2), implants (1), microarray patches (1); and 
pills (1). To advance the most promising MPT 
candidates, the expert group recommends 2 
action steps (Table 2).
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CONCLUSIONS 
The IMPT is working to establish a multidisciplinary product-neutral y authoritative body to establish 
criteria/standards for MPT product development. Clear, standardized benchmark criteria for MPT product 
evaluation and agency commitment to support panel recommendations will help expedite 
development of the most promising MPT candidates and stimulate MPT support and innovation. 
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Table 1: MPT Product Development Database Update
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Table 2: Action Steps for MPT Field
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